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Why was Pentecostalism overlooked at Edinburgh 
1910? Assess the Movement‟s classical missiology 
and examine contemporary theologies of mission. 

 
Abstract 

In this paper I trace the development of Pentecostal missiology prior to 1910 
and suggest possible reasons as to why Pentecostalist passion for worldwide 
evangelism was disregarded with none of the Movement’s leaders or 
representatives invited to this landmark missionary conference.  

 
Methodology 

 
A literature review will flow into the text, but first a brief definition and word 

about how I plan to proceed:- 

 
This subject covers a wide terrain, and is not offered as a thoroughly 

researched missiologist project. For brevity‟s sake I use the term „Pentecostal‟ 

mainly to refer to the classical and non-white indigenous churches which 

emerged prior to 1910. While space does not permit a meticulous study, the 

latter part of this paper, however, prefers a more inclusive definition to include 

churches spawned from later revivals (although not Charismatic Renewal and 

Neo-Pentecostal churches). 

 
Foremost, this is not a paper about the Edinburgh Conference per se; or an 

essay on mission history. Nevertheless, a brief historical background to 

Pentecostalism is required in order to assess mission praxis and answer the 

question. Secondly, having personally benefited and learned much from 

Pentecostals some focus needs to be given to their doctrine and theology (i.e. 

premillennialism, baptism in the Holy Spirit and triumphalism). Thirdly, I pithily 

describe „pneumatocentric‟ missionary endeavour between the years 1900-

1910 and examine traditional theologies of mission. Lastly, I appraise points of 

missiological contact post Edinburgh within contemporary Pentecostalism.
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Introduction  
 

During the nineteenth century, theologians paid little attention to the theology 

of missions, or the relation of Christianity to other religions and ideologies. The 

resurgence of other faiths, the growth of Marxism, the development of liberal 

theology (which denied the exclusiveness of Christianity) and the need for 

conversion, Neill suggests, “Caused a great deal of heart-searching about the 

real motives for missions”.1 

 

Confirming the passion for mission 
 

 As a result, the World Missionary Council (WMC) held at Edinburgh in 1910 

was described by its chair, the leading international statesman John R. Mott, 

“As the most significant gathering ever held in the interest of the world‟s 

evangelisation”.2 Somewhat symbolically, the ecumenical movement is normally 

dated from this conference which brought together different non-Roman historic 

mainline churches (the delegates were mainly North American, British and 

European) and their missionaries from Anglophone countries such as China, 

India and Africa. Cecil Robeck, a leading missiologist, mentions that Latin 

America, which was dominantly Catholic and Russia which was Orthodox (and 

therefore Christianized) were excluded.3 Previous Protestant symposiums on 

the missionary task of the church had been denominational in character and 

exclusively involved each church‟s own missionary society. So, in that it was 

undenominational, Edinburgh was distinctive. Nevertheless, places were 

allocated to its 1,355 delegates on the basis of missionary society incomes. 

                                                 
1
 S. Neill, The History of Christian Missions, (No place: No publisher, 1965), p. 4.  

2
 J.R. Mott, The Decisive Hour of Christian Missions, p. vii. q.v. R.E. Hedland, Roots of the 

Great Debate in Mission, (Bangalore: Theological Book Trust, 1993), p. 5.  
3
 C.M. Robeck, “Cooperation and the Promotion of Unity: A Pentecostal Perspective”, accessed 

at http://www.towards2010.org.uk/downloads/t2010paper08robeck.pdf on 05
th
 November, 2007. 

http://www.towards2010.org.uk/downloads/t2010paper08robeck.pdf
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Therefore, less than a dozen representatives were from the “younger 

churches”.4  

 
The theme of the conference was solely „mission‟ (matters of doctrine and 

church polity were not considered) and to study ways of reuniting the divided 

Christian family.5 Eight separate reports were commissioned which discussed 

ways in which the various bodies represented could cooperate in: (1) conveying 

the Gospel to all the non-Christian world; (2) the church in the mission field; (3) 

education in relation to the Christianization of national life; (4) the missionary 

message in religion to non-Christian religion; (5) the preparation of 

missionaries; (6) the home-base of missions; (7) missions and governments; (8) 

the promotion of unity.6  

 
From these discussions the need became apparent for a permanent 

representative body, able to coordinate missionary cooperation and from 

Edinburgh sprang further multidenominational organisations such as the 

International Missionary Council (IMC formed in 1921), which eventually 

merged into the World Council of Churches (WCC formed in 1948) at New Delhi 

in 1961.7 

 

Pentecostal missionary zeal  
 

O Lord, give us a heart of love for the Heathen in Asia, Africa, America, 

and the Islands of the Sea. Show us, each one, what we may do, and give us 

the grace to do it as unto Thee. Choose Thine own Messengers, and may 

none of us refuse to hear a call. May the World in some way be blessed 

through our Pentecostal Blessing and Thou shalt have all the glory. Amen.
8
  

 

                                                 
4
 W.H.T. Gairdner, Edinburgh 1910: An Account and Interpretation of the World Missionary 

Conference, (1910), p. 2. A useful summary is particularly found on pp.178-214. 
5
 R. Rouse & S.C. O‟Neil, A History of the Ecumenical Movement 1517-1948, (Philadelphia: 

Westminster, 1968), p. 356.  
6
 J.D. Murch, Cooperation Without Compromise, (No place: No publisher,1956), p. 7; Gairdner, 

pp. 5-8.   
7
 N. Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement (No place: No publisher, 1964), p. 14.  

8
 Prayer used at the inauguration of the Pentecostal Missionary Union 1909. q.v. in W.K. Kay & 

A.E Dyer, Pentecostal and Charismatic Studies, (London: SCM Press, 2004), p. 330.   
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By 1910 Pentecostalism had rapidly grown. In North America the Los Angeles 

Azsua Street (herein AS) revival of 1906 placed an emphasis on evangelism 

and missions. Within five months of the revival Pentecostal missionaries (herein 

PM) were sent out from AS all over the world. McGee argues that within four 

years of AS, at least 200 PM from North America served in various parts of the 

world.9 Similarly, Faupel proposes that by 1908 PM had reached over twenty-

five nations.10 Leading Pentecostal historian Allan Anderson elaborates that:- 

This was no mean achievement and the beginning of what is arguably the 

most significant global expansion of a Christian movement in the history of 

Christianity.
11

 

 

British Pentecostals such as the Polhill brothers, Oliver Hutchinson and T.B. 

Barrett were promoting missionary endeavour. Women played a significant role 

and wealthy patrons like C.T. Studd, M. Beauchamp and S.P. Smith managed 

to spread the movement internationally and across mission halls in this country. 

Their contribution, I believe, should not be under-estimated. For example, a 

former missionary to south-west China since 1885, Cecil Polhill (1860-1938) 

was particularly interested in evangelism in the missionary context and was 

instrumental in establishing the Pentecostal Missionary Union for Great Britain 

and Ireland (PMU) in 1909 structured along the lines of the China Inland 

Mission. Yet, although the Pentecostal Movement had its roots in the Holiness 

and Presbyterian traditions and was more than a decade old by Edinburgh 

1910, Pentecostalism was, according to Hollenweger, perceived by the 

established churches as anti-intellectual, fundamentalist and anti-ecumenical.12 

Incorrectly, in my opinion, it was seen as a marginalized sect that would not 

                                                 
9
 G.B. McGee, “Mission Overseas (North American Pentecostals)”, S.M. Burgess, E.M. van der 

Mass (eds.),The New International Dictionary of the Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements, 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), p. 888.  
10

 W.D. Faupel, The Everlasting Gospel: The Significance of Eschatology in the Development of 
Pentecostal Thought, (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1996), pp. 208-209.  
11

 A. Anderson, An Introduction to Pentecostalism, (Cambridge: University Press, 2004), p. 42.  
12

 W.J. Hollenweger, Pentecostalism, (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1997), p. 201. 
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make any substantive contribution to world missions. Therefore, it should come 

as no surprise that when the representatives met at the WMC they confirmed 

the passion for inter-denominational mission, but strikingly the Holy Spirit is not 

very prominent in the 1910 report which overlooked the Pentecostal Movement 

completely.13 I want to acknowledge here that later conferences such as 

Lausanne in 1927 and 1974 recognised the need to coordinate with PM.  

 

Brief Historical Overview 
 

Beginnings 
 

Emerging out of a tradition within Methodism known as the Holiness 

Movement in the mid nineteenth century, Pentecostalism derives directly from 

the theology of John Wesley and claimed to be a restoration of original 

Christianity (I am not aware of any scholar who disputes this). It is a term 

applied to those churches which stress the baptism of the Holy Spirit (herein 

BHS) and the importance of the spiritual gifts. According to Dunn:- 

Against the mechanical sacramentalism of extreme Catholicism and the 

dead biblicist orthodoxy of extreme Protestantism they (the Pentecostals) 

have shifted the focus of attention to the experience (his emphasis) of the 

Holy Spirit.
14

 

 

Holiness teachers began to speak of Wesley‟s “entire sanctification” and BHS 

as the model of Pentecost.15 The pastor Edward Irving was “the most notable 

precursor to the Pentecostals in Britain”.16 He led the first attempt at 

“charismatic renewal” in his London Church in 1831 and saw glossolalia as the 

outward sign of BHS thus anticipating the Pentecostal doctrine of initial 

evidence. In 1875 an annual summer convention, with no denominational limits, 

                                                 
13

 Robeck, “Cooperation and the Promotion of Unity: A Pentecostal Perspective”. 
14

 J.D.G. Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, (London: SCM Press, 1970), p. 225. 
15

 D.W. Dayton, “The Holiness Movement”, The New International Dictionary of the Christian 
Church, (Exeter: The Paternoster Press, 1974), p. 475.  
16

 M.R. Hathaway, “The Elim Pentecostal Church: Origins, Development and Distinctives”, in 
Warrington, K., (ed.), Pentecostal Perspectives, (Carlisle: Paternoster, 1998), p. 4.  
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began in Keswick. It was largely supported by the Evangelical section of the 

Church of England and had its own clearly defined teaching, namely Higher 

Christian Life.17 It was not directly associated with mission and evangelism, 

seeing its main purpose as promoting practical holiness by meetings for prayer 

and discussion18 and giving power for Christian service.19  

 

Trans-denominational 
 

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the Holiness influenced and founding Fathers 

of American Pentecostalism, Charles Parham (1873-1929), Frank Sandford 

(1862-1948) and black Holiness preacher William Seymour (1870-1922) 

embodied the values of the later trans-denominational pan-evangelicalism. 

Between them they built their own schools, led their own revivals,20 established 

vibrant young churches, purchased ships for the evangelisation of the world, 

proselytised fervently and preached a zealous and democratic message of 

personal salvation.21 Walter Hollenweger (the luminary of Pentecostal research) 

provides a convenient summary of how subsequently the focus of attention 

shifted from orthodoxy (that faith must be based upon the Word of God alone) 

to orthopraxy (the emotion and experience of the Holy Spirit).22 Pentecostalism 

directly affected the history and progress of every major Protestant 

denomination and Dayton‟s assertion that “It changed the course of Christian 

Church history forever”23 is, I believe, entirely accurate. As it spread rapidly 

around the world Pentecostalism tended to shun denominationalism and 

                                                 
17

 S. Barabas, So Great Salvation; The history and message of the Keswick Convention, 
(London: Marshall, Morgan and Scott, 1957), p. 6. 
18

 “The Keswick Convention”, accessed at http://www.gospelcom.net/chi/DAILYF/2003/06/daily-
06-29-2003.shtml, on 21st November, 2006. 
19

 Hathaway, p. 4.  
20

 Agnes Ozman received baptism in the Holy Spirit and first spoke in tongues at Parham‟s 
Bethel Bible College in 1901. 
21

 S. Bates, God’s Own Country: Tales from the Bible Belt, (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 
2007), p. 101.  
22

 W.J. Hollenweger, The Pentecostals, (London: SCM, 1972), pp. 513-522 
23

 D.W. Dayton, The Theological Roots of Pentecostalism, (Grand Rapids: Francis Asbury 
Press, 1987), p. 22.  

http://www.gospelcom.net/chi/DAILYF/2003/06/daily-06-29-2003.shtml
http://www.gospelcom.net/chi/DAILYF/2003/06/daily-06-29-2003.shtml
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stressed the independence of the local church. An ecumenical stance equally 

shared by, according to Hollenweger, the unchallenged pioneer of early British 

Pentecostalism Alexander Boddy (1854-1930)24 an Anglican vicar from 

Sunderland, who remarked, “Denominationalism has melted away and the 

barriers disappeared as the Holy Spirit came in full possession”.25  

 

Early Publications 
 
The central revival event in the Movement‟s development occurred at 

Seymour‟s church on AS. Significantly news of this revival reached adherents 

through the pages of his newspaper The Apostolic Faith which Seymour sent 

free of charge across the world spreading word of revival. Supporters such as 

T.B. Barratt (1862-1940) spread the Pentecostal outpouring among 

Scandinavian Lutheran and Baptist churches,26 resulting in Western 

Pentecostalism becoming, as Anderson clarifies, “An ecumenical movement of 

people claiming a common experience rather than a common doctrine”.27 The 

Norwegian Movement of the Blessed Holy Spirit attracted Boddy whose annual 

Whitsun Conferences particularly emphasized experience over dogma and 

doctrines and shattered the “cognitive packaging” leading to a narrative 

theology whose central expression was the testimony.28 Many emotional 

conversion stories appeared in his publication Confidence (the oldest and most 

influential Pentecostal magazine in Britain)29 which Hollenweger believes 

provided a link between the different emerging Pentecostal groups. This and 

other missionary publications like The Apostolic Faith and Polhill‟s Fragments of 

Flame are invaluable in understanding how the Movement spread so rapidly 

                                                 
24

 Hollenweger, Pentecostalism, p. 343.  
25

 Anderson, p. 91.  
26

 “Pentecostalism”, accessed at 
http://www.thegraceproject.com/Articles/VoicesFromthePast.htm, on 25th November, 2006.  
27

 Anderson, p. 60.  
28

 H. Cox, Fires from Heaven, (London: Cassell, 1996), pp. 68-71. 
29

 Hollenweger, Pentecostalism, p. 343.  

http://www.thegraceproject.com/Articles/VoicesFromthepast.htm
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because it touched people emotionally.30 Lastly, letters and reports from 

overseas missionaries are vital historical documents.31  

 

Mission Practice 
 

“Their experience with the power and Person of the Holy Spirit was the very 

heartbeat of Pentecostal missiology”,32 says Grant McClung and a statement 

with which I agree. Mclung‟s suitable (although I think slightly biased) tome 

Azusa Street and Beyond traces the Movement‟s missiological focus in a 

valuable collection of essays and identifies missions as its raison d'être. He also 

develops the eschatology concept for evangelism alongside experience of BHS. 

This distinct nature of Pentecostalism is well attested in the stream of 

missionaries who went out of, and were influenced by the AS revival. For 

example, an early PM J. Roswell Flower writes:-  

When the Holy Spirit comes into our hearts, the missionary spirit comes in 

with it; they are inseparable…carrying the gospel to hungry souls in this 

and other lands is but a natural result.
33

 

 

Reinforced by eschatological urgency (which is later discussed) those who 

answered God's call to be missionaries took verses like Isaiah 49:6: “I will also 

give you a light to the Gentiles, that you may be my salvation to the end of the earth” 

and the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20) as their biblical mandate. Their 

missiology was “theology on the move”34 and, as Pentecostal periodicals reveal, 

was mainly understood as foreign mission (from white civilized to heathen 

peoples). Young PMU work Frank Trevitt sent back this report from “dark 

China”, obviously identifying a treasured Chinese national symbol with the 

devil:- 

                                                 
30

 N. Hudson, “The Earliest Days of British Pentecostalism”, in Warrington, pp. 54-55. 
31

 Anderson, p. 176.  
32

 G.L. McClung, Azusa Street and Beyond: Pentecostal Missions and Church Growth in the 
Twentieth Century, (New Jersey: Logos, 1986), p. 72.  
33

 J.R. Flower, “The Pentecost 1:1”, (Indianapolis, August 1908), p.4., q.v. Anderson, p. 207.  
34

 McClung, p. 42.  
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This is heathendom truly, without light or love, not even as much as a dumb 

beast would have. Well, we have seen much of this spirit, which truly is the 

'Dragon's' spirit, which is as you know, China's ensign...Oh, how one's heart 

longs and sighs for the coming of Christ's glorious Ensign, to be placed 

where the Dragon holds such sway.
35

  

 

PM wanted to follow the paths blazed by Livingstone in Africa, Carey in India 

and Taylor in China. They rejected the nominal and lukewarm institutionalised 

religion and called for a New Birth experience. The first part of Allan Anderson's 

An Introduction to Pentecostalism examines aspects of the missiological 

development of the Movement. I consider him to be one of the leading 

researchers in this field. As well as presenting Pentecostalism as essentially a 

European-US historical faction (as clear in this paper) he also brings to the fore 

other global indigenous „revival‟ experiences (i.e. Korea 1907; Chile 1909) 

which are normally dismissed, or added on almost as afterthoughts by other 

missiologists. BHS and the eschatological message of hope and 

Pentecostalism‟s racial inclusiveness, Anderson observes, “Was important for 

people displaced and disillusioned by poverty”. He adds that PM were often on 

the cutting edge of encounter with people of other faiths, as they were not so 

concerned with explaining biblical texts (indeed very few could articulate 

theology in consistent terms) as with interpreting the human situation in the light 

of them. For example, he cites the revival led by PM at the Mukti Mission for 

widows and orphans in Pundita Ramabai, South India 1905, as showing their 

ability to „incarnate‟ the Gospel in different cultural forms.36 Furthermore, that 

Pentecostalism is found in almost every country in the world today, especially 

among the poor, working classes and dispossessed is, I think, its lasting legacy 

of early missionary endeavours. For instance: The Apostolic Faith Mission was 

                                                 
35

 Confidence 4:8 (August 1910), p. 191. q.v. in A. Anderson, “Signs and Blunders: Pentecostal 
Mission Issues at „Home and Abroad‟ in the Twentieth Century”, accessed at 
http://www.martymission.cam.ac.uk/CSigns.htm on 13

th
 November, 2007.  

36
 Anderson, pp. 14-15, 61.  

http://www.martymission.cam.ac.uk/CSigns.htm
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established in South Africa by 1908. By 1909 PM had reached Argentina and 

what is now the largest Assemblies of God (AOG) church in the world began in 

Brazil in 1910.   

 
Inculturation verses supracontextualisation  
 
Modern contextual models and methods of theological reflection, I argue, 

make it possible to examine Pentecostal practice and deduce a valid analysis of 

mission. It is clear to see that unintentionally, and without knowing it, PM were 

concerned with: (1) preserving the cultural identity of the „receivers‟; and (2) 

maintaining an attitude of openness and dialogue. The Anthropological model, 

sympathetically identifies with an existing culture and, as Bevans says, “Finds 

the symbols and concepts with which to construct an adequate articulation of 

that people‟s faith”.37 This was for the purpose of drawing unbelievers to 

Christ.38 Pomerville sees the supernatural enablement of BHS as assisting in 

the introduction of the Gospel to what he calls “animistic third-world people” 

attracted by tongues speech, healings and miracles.39 As expected this did not 

sit comfortably with the mainstream churches whose missionary approach 

presupposed that Christian identity was more important than cultural identity. 

Established missionary societies followed the Translation model which 

preserved the content of the Gospel message, rather than the values and 

practices of the culture insisting that, as every culture is the same, the Good 

News is, therefore, supracontextual.40 Thus, when PM came into contact with 

other Protestant denominations they found themselves condemned. For 

instance, a prominent Baptist pastor, in 1906, denounced Pentecostalism as, “A 

                                                 
37

 S. Bevans, Models of Contextual Theology, (New York: Orbis, 2003), p. 55. 
38

 McClung, p. 129.  
39

 P.A. Pommerville, The Third Force in Missions, (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1985), p. 121. 
40

 Bevans, p. 40, 41. 
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disgusting amalgamation of African voodoo superstition and Caucasian insanity 

that will quickly pass away like hysterical nightmares”.41 

 
The expectation of the 2nd Coming 
 
Eschatology is a vast and complex subject. In this paper, I am not required to 

give a detailed biblical analysis of Pentecostal eschatology. Instead, in a few 

words, I need to show why Pentecostals embraced the eschatology they did, 

and how this affected their Missio Dei theology and practice of mission. Suffice 

to say that as well as pneumatology, at the start of the twentieth century, PM 

were grounded in premillennial eschatology. This now needs to be succinctly 

analyzed: 

 
The Holiness tradition had supported premillennialism and J.N. Darby‟s „secret 

rapture‟ dispensationalism became increasingly accepted by Keswick 

Convention evangelicals, chiefly as a pessimistic reaction to the theological 

liberalism which saturated the main Protestant denominations at this time.42 

Premillenialists believe absolutely and explicitly in the inerrancy of Scripture and 

understand the metaphorical allusions contained in the book of Revelation as 

the literal truth.43 Bates refers to this as, “A hermetically sealed and impervious 

model of what is going to happen and which world events can be wrestled into 

fitting”.44 The doom and gloom of post-Enlightenment, post-industrialism, 

coupled with growing secularisation since the 1870s meant that Western 

evangelicals and Pentecostals believed in the imminence of the End Times. It is 

not always easy to correlate eschatology with the emergence of a religious 

movement, but premillennialism was fervently espoused by PM. Consequently, 

                                                 
41

 R.J. Burdette, “New Religions Come, Then Go” a sermon published in the Los Angeles 
Herald (September 24

th
, 1906), p. 7. q.v. Robeck.  

42
 Anderson, pp. 24-29.  

43
 W. Grudem, Systematic Theology, (Leicester: IVP, 2002), pp. 1111-1114. 

44
 Bates, p. 141.  
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universal evangelism was, therefore, seen as the crucial task before the return 

of Jesus to earth, as the millennium (the 1,000 years which will begin Christ‟s 

reign on earth) would be forthcoming when all nations have heard the Gospel 

and been possessed for Christ (Matthew 24:14). 

 
In comparison, the Missio Dei of older Protestant missions was fuelled by 

postmillennialism: the optimistic view that the church will continue to grow and 

society will be more and more influenced by the Gospel which will usher in an 

age of peace and righteousness (the millennium) after which Christ will return.45 

Supposedly, Edinburgh was not about doctrine. Nevertheless, by 1910 this view 

still held sway (although four years later, by the time of the Great War, 

postmillennialism was dead and buried as a valid option in evangelical 

eschatology)46 and I conclude those who practiced charismata and upheld 

premillennialist views were not invited as they were regarded at best as 

eccentric enthusiasts and at worst as heretical fanatics.   

 
Urgent evangelism 
 
There is no doubt that eschatological urgency contributed to Pentecostal 

missiology. But Pentecostalist determination clearly meant that mission was 

facilitated in a hurry often resulting in aggressive evangelism which, yet again, 

drew strident opposition from mainline churches and established missions.47 

The American Presbyterian leader A.T. Pierson contended that although he 

believed in BHS and the gift of tongues he was convinced after reading reports 

of PM in Asia that the Movement was demonic in its origin.48 Around the world 

feelings about early Pentecostals ran just as deeply. In 1909 a scathing article 

                                                 
45

 J. Glass, “Eschatology”, in Warrington, pp. 124-125.  
46

 Glass, p. 133.  
47

 Hollenweger, The Pentecostals, p. 34.  
48

 A.T. Pierson “Speaking with Tongues”, Missionary Review of the World, (1907), p. 487., q.v. 
Robeck.  
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appeared in The Independent missionary journal which explicitly claimed that 

AS missionaries in southern China were unfit for missionary service, because 

they were illiterate and abrasive proselytisers.49 From my reading of Pentecostal 

history it certainly appears that missionaries were triumphalistic (discussed 

below) who publicly disagreed with „veteran missionaries‟ who did not share 

their experience of BHS. Robeck is probably right to conclude “They were an 

irritating lot”,50 but, as other commentators point out, their mission theology was 

that of an “action-oriented missions movement”51 and the individual experience 

that each PM had with the Holy Spirit, I maintain, was the key to the expansion 

of the Movement. As Pomerville concludes, “The Spirit is the superintendent 

and administrator of missions”.52 

 
Triumphalism, foreign tongues and no formal training 
 
Classical Pentecostal missiology, therefore, is undoubtedly grounded in a 

„pneumatocentric‟ emphasis. Anderson refers to Pentecostalist strategy as 

“global spiritual conquest” and argues convincingly that their missiological 

approach coincided with the rampant colonialism at the beginning of the 

twentieth century.53 The first generation Pentecostals defined themselves and 

their theology in terms of triumphalism. They believed themselves to be 

spiritually superior to other Christian traditions. The Holiness Movement had 

provided the preliminary showers, but now Pentecostals were experiencing the 

Latter Rain and the Holy Spirit wanted to restore the (apostate) church to its 

former glory. PM like John G. Lake in South Africa expected miracles to 

accompany their evangelism and “prioritized seeking for spectacular displays of 

                                                 
49

 “The Tongue Movement”, The Independent (June 10
th
, 1909), p. 1288., q.v. Robeck.  

50
 Robeck.  

51
 M.A. Dempster, B.D. Klaus, D. Petersen, “Section IV: Introduction”, Called and Empowered, 

(Peabody: Hendrickson, 1985), pp. 201-202 
52

 Pomerville, p. 119.  
53

 Anderson, pp. 168-169; 178.  
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celestial power signs and wonders, healing, and deliverance from sinful habits 

and satanic bondage”. Divine healing especially (see below) was an 

indispensable part of their missiological methodology.54 

 
The historian Vinson Synan terms them “missionaries of the one-way ticket” 

who travelled with their own coffins, as they were not expecting to return home 

in their lifetime, but work “to the end of their lives in mission fields”.55 They saw 

no need for formal training, culture immersion or indeed for language study, as 

they believed that BHS would gift them with the tongues to speak foreign 

languages. Anderson indicates their triumphalistic missiological approach in 

writing:- 

The divine plan for missionaries was that they might receive the gift of 

tongues either before going to the foreign field or on the way. It should be a 

sign to the heathen that the message is of God.
56

 

 

Parham‟s theology insisted on xenolalia (that tongues are authentic languages 

given for proclamation of the Gospel) rather than glossolalia (unknown 

languages) and that PM would usher in the End Times and achieve world 

evangelisation within a short period.57 After visiting AS, Alfred and Lillian Garr 

felt called to India and arrived in Calcutta in 1907 believing they would speak 

Bengali. Similarly, and in the same year, one of the first PM to arrive in Liberia 

the African-American evangelist Lucy Farrow, thought the same. Missiologists 

generally conclude that they and others were unsuccessful in finding the 

language of their tongues speech. Reports from the field abound with hints of 

the frustrations PM felt because they could not communicate in the languages 

of the people. Many were disillusioned when their hearers did not understand 

                                                 
54

 McClung, p. 74.  
55

 V. Synan, The Century of the Holy Spirit, (Nashville: Nelson, 2001), p. 12 (especially chs. 2–
3).  
56

 Anderson, p. 206. 
57

 Hollenweger, p. 34. 
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their tongues and it should come as no surprise to the reader that they were 

criticised and ridiculed. The difficulties and prejudices faced by PM were 

projected in their letters home:- 

Please pray for us and the people here, who are living and dying in Satan’s 

kingdom. His reign here is no uncertain one, but a terrible, fearful, crushing 

rule, driving the people to wickedness and sin such as is not dreamt of in 

England.
58

 

 

Indeed, whether, or not they did speak the language, Anderson records that in 

some places Pentecostal revivals began.59 Similarly Polhill wrote in Confidence 

1909:- 

In spite of what seemed to be a disappointment when they found they could 

not preach in the language of the people, and in spite of their mistakes made 

chiefly through their zeal, God has blessed them, and now more than ever 

the Pentecostal Movement is truly a missionary movement”.
60 

 

Women and healing  
 

The central role given to healing is important to Pentecostal missiology. Boddy 

recognized the importance of women‟s ministry (his wife had her own healing 

ministry) and Pentecostals like Maria Woodworth-etter (1844-1924) followed in 

the footsteps of the Holiness women ministering equally with men. The reporting 

of Confidence clearly shows their crucial role as preachers and missionaries.61 

Chapman highlights that this period saw many women discover new avenues of 

Christian service and mentions they were a major influence in shaping 

Pentecostal theology and practice.62 Of course the use of women contrasted 

with the prevailing practice of older churches which barred women from entering 

ministry.  
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Albert B. Simpson (1843–1919) and John A. Dowie (1847–1907) were 

instrumental in the development of Pentecostal healing (faith should replace 

medicine as means of treating illness) doctrine. Consequently this meant that 

many PM did not feel the need to take available medicines (such as malaria 

tablets) with them. Synan has several examples of many PM whom never 

returned home.63 Nevertheless, faith in God‟s power to heal directly through 

prayer was an enormous aspect of Pentecostal missiology and numerous 

healings reported by PM confirmed this emphasis and effectiveness on church 

growth.64  

 

Analysing PM endeavour 1900-1910 

 

Lack of institutional support 
 
There was nothing glamorous about missionary life. PM encountered and 

found conditions in the field quite intolerable:- 

The great majority of the people here are Mahommedans [sic], and very 

ignorant and superstitious, and poverty reigns supreme among thousands of 

them. Lying, stealing, and begging are the principal occupations of the poor 

class, and they do not think it any disgrace to have it known.
65

  

 

Often not properly trained, but toughened by eschatological urgency, many 

PM, clergy as well as laity, men as well as women, young as well as old, 

ignored established missionary wisdom and devoted their lives for evangelism. 

Interestingly, Stephen Land mentions that although eschatology was a primary 

motive for mission, mission was not essentially seen as converting the world to 

Christ, but rather as engaging in the activity of evangelization.66 A point worth 
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making, I think, as it explains why PM, as spiritual entrepreneurs were so willing 

to take risks for God:-67 

No provision is to be made for their support, and they are expected to take 

little or no money, except that required to pay their passage on the ships. 

They are not to study the languages of the lands to which they go. The 

claim is that they have received the miraculous gift of tongues and will be 

enabled to speak without study.
68

  

 

Whether we perceive their maverick nature (i.e. they tended to wear local 

dress and incorporated other cultural distinctives) as foolhardy or faithful, Martin 

specifies that PM drew such harsh criticism as they were accused of being 

“agents of colonialism” and “barriers to liberation”.69  But I disregard this as too 

simplistic. Instead Faupel is nearer the mark in specifying it was more to do with 

haphazard missiology. The lack of central organization within Pentecostalism, 

he says, resulted in “creative chaos”.70 Robeck puts further emphasis on this. 

His view is that a distinct lack of training with little or no institutional or financial 

support, drew disparagement from the historic churches and is the major reason 

that PM were not invited to participate at Edinburgh.71 His line of thinking is 

obviously right when one considers how conference places were allocated (see 

page 2), but I must concede here that many of the Movement‟s missionaries 

and adherents turned their backs on discussing missiological unity because of 

their triumphalistic and restorationist nature. Although this paper is generally a 

positive critique of Pentecostalism, this factor alone meant that inter-missionary 

co-operation was never a possibility.  
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Internal strife 
 
It is apparent that the lack of Pentecostal denominationalism resulted in 

discord. Since its conception Pentecostalism was a heterogeneous movement 

and inter-rivalry between missions made wider ecumenical co-operation difficult. 

Barrett recognised how serious this was and proposed forming an international 

Pentecostal Union in 1911. Additionally internal strife over BHS and initial 

evidence doctrine meant that classical Pentecostalism was too fragmented 

(Parham and his disciple Seymour fell out over the manifestational gifts) to be 

accepted by mainstream denominations as anything but a cult. The delegates at 

Edinburgh were mainly cessationists who distanced themselves from BHS and 

charismata and were simply unwillingly to hear from this new Movement. 

Robeck draws heavily from Pentecostal publications to highlight this. He 

records, for example, how Congregationalist missionaries in South Africa 

censured John G. Lake for not limiting 250 natives from praying aloud and 

weeping in what to them was merely a cacophony of sound and emotion that 

seemed to violate their idea of proper church order.72 But, as has already been 

pointed out, they simply lacked knowledge of Pentecostals on the mission field, 

who, I have discovered in my research, did not invent new polities, but adopted 

those of their Episcopal, Congregational, and Presbyterian forebears. 

Seymour‟s own publication The Doctrines and Discipline of the Azusa Street 

Apostolic Faith Mission, for instance, includes a statement of faith that can be 

traced back through the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Anglican Church.73 I consider 

it more likely that it was their unconventional, adventurous evangelistic style that 

mainly disturbed conformist missionaries.  
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Evangelistic style 
 

Anderson spotlights that the Movement‟s rapid expansion was the result of 

spontaneous contextualization of the Pentecostal message by thousands of 

missionaries who traversed Satanic and pagan lands with the new message of 

BHS.74 PM were progressive evangelists who did not establish mission stations 

as such believing instead that churches should be in the hands of native 

Pastors and Elders to build up congregations in order to reach out to the 

community.75 But this was not the practice of established denominations which 

despite Pentecostal “successes” rejected inter-missionary co-operation, 

emphasising the hindrances created by such “evangelistic free-lancers who 

were unwilling to accept self-restriction through agreements”.76 A case in point 

being John Reid who as he travelled to West Africa in 1908 to serve as a 

missionary, wrote that he had been warned by the Methodists to steer clear of 

Lucy Farrow‟s Apostolic Faith Pentecostals in Liberia. That warning only 

encouraged him to investigate them for himself. Subsequently, he wrote to 

Boddy, in Sunderland informing him that considering Farrow had hardly made 

any preparations for living in an alien culture,77 her work there was actually very 

good.78 Besides, when in 1909 the work of the veteran Methodist missionary 

Willis Collins Hoover (1858-1936) led to a Pentecostal revival in his church in 

Valparaiso, Chile, the Methodist Church charged him with conduct that was 

“scandalous” and “imprudent” and with propagating teachings that were “false 

and anti-Methodist…contrary to the Scriptures and irrational”.79 His bishop 

made it clear that he had to make a difficult choice. He could repent of his 
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actions and the teachings that had led to the revival and continue to minister as 

a Methodist missionary, he could leave the work in Valparaiso, return to the 

United States, and be replaced by someone who would bring the revival under 

control, or he could resign from further ministry in the Methodist Church. Hoover 

chose the latter road and formed LaIglesia Metodista Pentecostal Church.80  

 

Criticism, yet worldwide growth  

This is, I think, is a crucial point, as reports, like this, that we now have, which 

spell out the incredible suceess of the Movement, were simply not available to 

the delegates at Edinburgh.81 What is more, missiologists and historians (Philip 

Jenkins and Allan Anderson provide basic analysis)82 have proved that the most 

substantial growth in worldwide Christianity took place because of 

Pentecostalism at the beginning of the twentieth century.83 Unquestionably, this 

was because PM preached a “Christ who was deeply involved in the everyday 

lives of ordinary people, just as he had been when he walked the roads of 

Israel”.84 Their message was seen as a local incarnation of the Gospel85 as PM 

touched the hearts of every age gender, race, ethnicity, colour and class.86  
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Analysing Pentecostal Mission Models 
 

“As the Spirit leads” 
 

In his influential Transforming Mission David Bosch provides a scholarly, in-

depth study of major missionary paradigms from the first century until the 

present. His multidimensional historical analysis, however, hardly mentions 

Pentecostal missiology which, I believe, would have made his resource truly 

comprehensive.87 Alternatively, David Bundy is an authority on early 

Pentecostal mission theory and practice and has widely researched what is 

referred to as the Scandinavian model (constituting strong Congregational 

ecclesiology and principles) and adopted by Pentecostalists.88 Barrett was 

responsible for the beginning of new movements throughout Northern Europe, 

India and Latin America (Hoover – the founder of Chilean Pentecostalism, 

corresponded with Barrett) and adopted this model, which was based on the 

“self supporting Pauline mission theory” of Methodist Holiness Missionary 

William Taylor (1821-1902) which, in turn, was largely founded upon the 

methodology in the Book of Acts. This mission theory concisely stated that: 

Missionary societies should facilitate the sending of missionaries, but should 

maintain minimal control over their missionaries.89 Their missiology was thus to 

evangelise, to form an effective pastorate among the converts, but any 

supervision by PM was to be as short as possible.90 Hollenweger notes that as 

classical Pentecostalism was an oral missionary movement, it offered both 

liturgical and ecclesiastical freedom as well as spiritual power to overcome 

racism and chauvinism.91 These undoubtedly contributed to the appeal of the 

Movement in many different contexts. Furthermore, as Pentecostalism 
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assimilated into different cultures, the Scandinavian model was a most effective 

mission method, as it spawned local leaders, pastors and evangelists. Although 

I quote Bosch out of context, his statement that, “The relationship between the 

Christian message and culture is a creative and dynamic one, and full of 

surprises”,92 is apt here, as Pentecostalists, I believe, clearly demonstrated this.  

Moreover, Anderson is right to suggest that the foundation for indigenisation to 

happen was exclusively the Holy Spirit.93 

 
Indigenisation 

 
Subsequently the Pentecostal missiologist Melvin Hodges has shown that 

traditional missionary policy was not to be dependent upon foreign resources, 

but to create financially viable national churches run by indigenous leaders.94 

Interestingly, McGee throws a spanner in the works here, as he maintains that 

PM were slow to recognise native leadership, countering that, in their zeal to 

encourage converts to seek spiritual gifts, they actually denied them the gifts of 

administration and leadership.95 However, he offers little evidence to 

substantiate his claims. In contrast Hodges and McClung provide numerous 

examples of Pentecostal indigenisation. Indeed McClung suggests that new 

churches were indigenised much quicker that older western mission churches 

had been.96 I contend that Parham‟s Bethel Bible College and AS were catalysts 

in providing missionaries (admittedly with little, or no training) who fostered 

indigenous (whether in New York or New Delhi, Stockholm or San Salvador) 

churches.  
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Division  
 
PM responded to what they saw as a void left behind by the non-experiential 

churches which had “unwittingly initiated the destruction of indigenous 

spirituality”.97 However, as the Movement spread across the world, its leaders 

fell out with one another (mainly over BHS doctrine) which created factions and 

led to, as Paul Pomerville accentuates, “A scholastic reduction in favour of the 

experiential dimension of the Christian faith”.98 Consequently this led, I believe, 

to further untrained and (in the eyes of the historic denominations) unofficial, 

independent missionaries whose only qualification was BHS and a divine call to 

evangelise which was more important than education.99 And let‟s face it, in 

terms of church growth, their pneumatocentric mission was successful. 

Pomerville identifies the Spirit as “the superintendent and administrator of 

missions”100 and Pentecostal historians, such as John Penney, promulgate the 

Scandinavian / Acts paradigm as “normal” in directing the Church in its 

eschatological worldwide mission. Reports filtering back from the mission fields 

were full of optimistic and triumphalistic accounts of many people receiving 

BHS. As Saayman has observed:- 

Missionary policy and methods were not the result of some clearly thought 

out theological decision, and were “formed mostly in the crucible of 

missionary praxis.
101

 

 

There was no time to learn a language in these End Times and the gift of 

known languages (xenolalia) would fulfil all missionary expectations as the first 

issue of The Apostolic Faith shows:- 

'Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.' The Lord 

has given languages to the unlearned Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French, 

German, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Zulu and languages of Africa, Hindu 
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[sic] and Bengali and dialects of India, Chippewa and other languages of 

the Indians, Esquimaux, the deaf mute language and, in fact the Holy Ghost 

speaks all the languages of the world through His children.
102 

 

Other periodicals abound with thousands of testimonies to physical healings, 

exorcisms and deliverances.103 Undeniably the role of healing (good news for 

the poor and afflicted) is prominent in Pentecostal mission praxis. As Cox 

observes, Africa, above all, provided a setting for spirituality and healing to 

belong together and was dramatically enacted by PM in order to free people 

from unsavoury practices.104 The message of deliverance from evil powers was 

often led by anointed lay leaders. Of course this methodology directly opposed 

the formulated principles and procedures of the older Protestant churches 

(which often resulted in a dichotomy between church and mission) and 

contrasted with the dominant role played by the priest or minister who insisted 

that missionary evangelistic practice should always be dialogical.105 

Subsequently, the indigenous aspect of the Scandinavian model was unhelpful 

to mission and largely perceived as a weakness by established missionaries 

who disputed the independence, flexibility and adaptability of their PM 

colleagues.  

 
“As the board approves” 

 
I feel it important to mention here that cultural blunders were made by PM. Due 

to their sense of special calling they were sometimes blatantly racist. Moreover, 

demonizing African / Indian spirituality was not always successful missiological 

practice. Contextualisation of leadership policy was a fundamental difference 

between mainline missionaries and Pentecostals who had no formal training 
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and tended to move on to the un-evangelised, rather than establish mature 

churches. The missiological thrust of the Scandinavian model was seen as a 

weakness by some Pentecostal leaders. Specially those influenced by Anglican 

and Methodist missionary theory and practice such as Cecil Polhill who, having 

been a missionary himself, wished for more coordination of missionary activity. 

The PMU was the first Pentecostal missionary society to form in 1909. Polhill 

argued that vocation to be a missionary was more than the ability to speak in 

tongues and abandoned evangelistic xenolalia recognising the, “Undesirability 

of immature workers, however zealous and spiritual, going forth to a heathen 

land”.106 The missionary purpose could only be fulfilled by missionaries who 

were trained in evangelism and leadership. In view of that the PMU provided a 

rudimentary two year training programme for missionaries where candidates 

had to be self-funding, have received BHS, have knowledge of the Bible and 

understanding of the doctrines of salvation and sanctification.107 No salaries 

were guaranteed, but missionaries would be supported by alms and prayer. 

Resolution 7 stated that all missionaries should receive the following certificate 

to show there credentials:-108 

PENTECOSTAL MISSIONARY UNION (FOR BRITAIN AND IRELAND). 
MISSIONARY CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that 
……………………………………………………………………………. 
of ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
having been accepted as a (Probationer or) Missionary of this Union by the 

Members of the Executive Council is hereby authorized to act as its 
Representative. 
 Signed 
 ………………………………………………………. 
  
Members of the Executive Council. 
N.B. – This certificate is for ….. years or less period if the Council see fit. 
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Polhill‟s financial help, missionary vision and training facilities were of great 

importance at this formative stage to Pentecostalism, but I believe came too late 

for the delegates at Edinburgh who were deciding upon “A profound reform of 

missionary training”.109 As Edinburgh was clearly a conference on mission 

strategy, I find it strange that the PMU was not represented. Still, if it had been 

formed sooner then perhaps Polhill, as its president, may not have been 

ignored. Equally though I must state here that the PMU largely failed to win 

much support from other Pentecostal organisations and was a model which 

largely was displaced by the Scandinavian emphasis, which probably explains 

its demise by 1925. “As the Spirit leads” won over “As the board approves”. 

 

From classical to contemporary theologies of mission 
 

David Barrett has drawn up statistics that illustrate the incredible international 

growth seen among Pentecostals (he estimates that by 2000 there were 562 

million Pentecostals). Many assume this is a result of wise application of 

indigenous missionary strategy producing over 90,000 national ministers in local 

churches congregations worldwide.110 As I have shown charismatic leadership 

tended to come from the uneducated strata of society and national pastors were 

financially self-supporting. However, since Hodges‟ widely influential book The 

Indigenous Church111 contemporary missiologists ask whether Pentecostal 

strategy is pursuing indigenisation or contextualisation. Indigenisation assumes 

that theology is the same in all cultures and contexts, and tends to relate (not 

necessarily assimilate) the Gospel to traditional cultures. While contextualisation 

assumes that theology is influenced by its particular context, and must be so to 
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be relevant. It relates the Christian message to all contexts and cultures, 

especially including those undergoing social change. It is this that leads 

Anderson to proclaim that Pentecostal theology has acquired a new aspect of 

the social Gospel, rather than a sense of triumphalism. In other words there has 

been a missiological transition from indigenisation to contextualisation. 

Anderson further adds that in doing so Pentecostals have lost the implicit 

theology that was meaningful and pragmatic and provided answers to 

fundamental questions asked by indigenous people. Therefore he surmises that 

Pentecostals must rediscover their roots, because modern forms of the 

Movement have betrayed the origins of AS.112 Saayman appears to agree that, 

especially in Africa, this missiology was central to Pentecostalism‟s existence, 

and although there is still a non-dividing line between clergy and laity, more 

recently there has been resistance to the ordination of indigenous pastors.113 

Pentecostal missiologist J.M. Bonino also points out that present day 

missionaries (encouraged and trained by mission schools) are in danger of 

remaining “foreign to a deeper indigenization” and thinks Pentecostalism has 

become “too limited by some current theological formulations adopted from 

Anglo-Saxon Evangelical circles”.114 Certainly the central role given to healing 

miracles is no a longer a prominent feature of Pentecostal missiology. This had 

made Christianity meaningful in, what I call, “witch doctor societies” – as it met 

the spiritual and emotional needs. But it also produced, I think, a theology of 

power, as to experience the power of BHS, allowed some leaders to exploit the 

Gospel message for their own means. Failure to recognise the social 

implications of the Gospel can be seen as a failure in PM strategy.  
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My evaluation here is open to criticism as I am not, by any means, an authority 

in this field. Some Pentecostal missiologists would baulk at the above 

suggestions. Non-western Pentecostalism, for instance, still gives a prominent 

role to divine healing on its mission agenda. Even so, despite this and any other 

bias, my research has led me to deduce that early PM formulated a distinctive 

contextual missiology, basing their theology on the Lukan account in Acts and 

the Scandinavian model. Post-Edinburgh this continued to be the stratagem 

throughout the world where new generations of PM patterned their missiology 

on their predecessors up until, at least, the Charismatic Renewal of the late 

1960s. The main missionary motivation for PM today is seeking to transform 

unjust structures of society. The obedience to the Great Commission (the 

Evangelical emphasis) is not, and possibly has never been, a major intention. 

The move away from indigenisation, as the commentators show above, has, I 

think, offered opportunities for Pentecostal churches to involve themselves in 

radical change and phenomenal growth. The demise in “signs and wonders” 

has resulted in PM being less insular and more conscious of the socio-political 

context in which they are operating. Bosch, drawing on apartheid in South 

Africa, puts emphasis on this the most in suggesting that during the regime the 

rush into the “miraculous” (the Pentecostal reality) in reality was, “A flight away 

from justice for the poor and the oppressed”.115 Therefore, in disagreeing with 

Anderson above, I maintain that Pentecostal missiology does not need to look 

back to its roots, as in many parts of the world today its incarnation of the 

Gospel is more realistic when the „pneumatocentric‟ theology that underpins it is 

contextual. The final word goes to McClung:- 

It has been said that we look to the past not to restore it, but in order to 

discover landmarks. The Azusa Street revival is a unique and powerful 

landmark, but the spirit of the Azusa Street experience is always beyond, to 
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the ends of the earth. It is there we shall be his witnesses when the Holy 

Spirit comes upon us.
116

 

 

 

Conclusions  
 
After a century of Pentecostalism, J. Andrew‟s Kirk‟s suggestion that 

missiology, “Might equally well have become a branch of church history, being 

the study of the Church‟s expansion in different ages”117 - effectively justifies the 

approach I have taken in this paper. Furthermore, given this brief overview of 

the interaction between the earliest Pentecostals and representatives of historic 

churches around the world up to 1910, it would be safe to quote Robeck here 

and say, “That neither the fledgling Pentecostal Movement nor the Edinburgh 

Missionary Conference were ready for one another”.118 To go over the main 

points raised throughout:- 

 Pentecostalism‟s phenomenal growth in the first ten years of the 
twentieth century has been attributed to its being a “missionary 
movement organization” with an ability to „incarnate‟ the Gospel in 
different contexts, as it met practical needs likes sickness, poverty, 
unemployment and evil spirits.  

 

 The conviction that the Holy Spirit was the motivating power behind all 
such activity, coupled with premillennial eschatological urgency, led to 
an influx of untrained PM in foreign lands. This encouraged repeated 
criticism from older Protestant denominations whose mission theology 
was inflexible, more centralized and bureaucratic. The commissioners 
at Edinburgh were unable to think beyond the present form of 
“Christendom” to which they had grown accustomed. Post Edinburgh, 
further unity was, however, encouraged. 

 

 The emphasis on the ministry of women formally disappeared in later 
Pentecostal missions, as Pentecostalism formed into denominations the 
importance of female missionaries had to take second place to the 
general patriarchal structure of the church and society.119 
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 There is a distorted picture of Pentecostal mission history because of 
the problem of documentary sources. Hollenweger‟s contention that 
Pentecostalism is primarily about liturgy, tongues, orality and healing, 
rather than a written history, is the reason.120  

 

 However, missionary publications, containing personal testimonies and 
cultural experiences, are significant in understanding the Movement‟s 
outward thrust for global witness. 

 

 Following BHS many PM did not possess the gift of xenolalia. Efforts to 
communicate with people of other nations in tongues speech largely 
failed from the start, but this did not cause early Pentecostals to 
abandon missionary activity. Inexplicably, revival still broke out in 
unusual places such as Pundita Ramabai. 

 

 By 1909, Polhill‟s missionaries underwent considerable training and 
were certified by the PMU. But, generally speaking, PM were 
encouraged to purse indigenization and adopted the Scandinavian 
model.  

 

 Contemporary Pentecostal missiology is more concerned with the social 
Gospel and some missiologists advocate returning to its original 
approach to mission.  

 
 

Addendum 
 

The 'Edinburgh 2010' project is an ecumenical initiative to reflect on a century 
of missions, celebrate past achievements and plan for a new mission paradigm. 
Based at New College in Edinburgh, where the famous World Missionary 
Conference that gave birth to the ecumenical movement was held in 1910, the 
project aims to engage with a number of theological and mission-related 
institutions around the world in preparing a series of study materials. These are 
expected to be generated from nine commissions of study that will look at such 
issues as mission and power, mission in relation to other faiths, biblical 
foundations, spirituality, unity, reconciliation, and other such related themes. In 
1910, few if any from Africa or Latin America were involved in the Edinburgh 
conference, neither were Catholics, Orthodox or Pentecostal Christians invited. 
This is supposed to change remarkably this time around as the 'centre of 
gravity' has shifted with more people today professing Christianity in the global 
south than in the north. Edinburgh 2010 will bring together representatives of 
many different strands of mission and church life for a well-focussed and well-
organised process of preparation for the centenary. The memory of the 1910 
Conference brings people together in a creative way and opens up new 
perspectives on mission today.121 
 

 

 

 

                                                 
120

 Hollenweger, Pentecostalism, pp. 269–272.  
121

 For more information visit http://www.edinburgh2010.org.  
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